COLORADO SUPREME COURT STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE COLORADO
RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
AGENDA
January 26, 2018 9:00 a.m.
2 East 14th Ave., Supreme Court Conference Room, 4th Floor
Call-in number: 720-625-5050 – Access Code: 09406354#
WiFi Access Code: To be provided at the meeting
_____________________________________________________________
1.

Approval of minutes for October 27, 2017 meeting [pp. 001-015]

2.

Report from Fee Subcommittee [Nancy Cohen & Jamie Sudler, pp. 016-020]

3.

Report from Contingent Fee Subcommittee [Alec Rothrock, pp. 021-022]

4.

Report from Rule 8.4(c) Subcommittee [Tom Downey]

5.

New Business:
a.

Potential further amendment to Rule 5.4(d) [Tony van Westrum,
pp. 012-013 (discussion of Housekeeping Amendment to
Rule 5.4(d))]

6.

Miscellaneous: ABA/BNA Manual Report on Lawyer Self-Assessment
Project [Jim Coyle, pp. 023-024]

7.

Administrative matters: Select next meeting date

8.

Adjournment (before noon)
Marcy G. Glenn, Chair
Holland & Hart LLP
(303) 295-8320
mglenn@hollandhart.com
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COLORADO SUPREME COURT
STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT

Submitted Minutes of Meeting of the Full Committee
On October 27, 2017
(Forty-Eighth Meeting of the Full Committee)

The forty-eighth meeting of the Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on the Rules of
Professional Conduct was convened at 9:00 a.m. on Friday, October27, 2017, by Chair Marcy G. Glenn.
The meeting was held in the Supreme Court Conference Room on the fourth floor of the Ralph L. Carr
Colorado Justice Center.
Present in person at the meeting, in addition to Chair Marcy G. Glenn and Justices Nathan B.
Coats and Monica M. Marquez, were Committee members Judge Michael H. Berger, Gary B. Blum,
Cynthia F. Covell, Thomas E. Downey, Jr., Margaret B. Funk, David C. Little, Judge William R. Lucero,
Jacki Cooper Melmed, Judge Ruthanne Polidori, Henry R. Reeve, Alexander R. Rothrock, Marcus L.
Squarrell, James S. Sudler III, Anthony van Westrum, Eli Wald, Judge John R. Webb, and Frederick R.
Yarger. Present by conference telephone were members Boston H. Stanton, Jr. and E. Tuck Young.
Excused from attendance were members Federico C. Alvarez, Nancy L. Cohen, James C. Coyle, John
M. Haried, Cecil E. Morris, Jr., Matthew Samuelson, and David W. Stark. Absent was member Lisa M .
Wayne.

I.

Meeting Materials; Minutes of June 16, 201 7 Meeting, the Forty-Seventh Meeting of the
Committee.

The Chair had provided a package of materials to the members prior to the meeting date,
including submitted minutes of the forty-seventh meeting of the Committee, held on June 16, 2017.
Those minutes were approved as submitted.

II.

Flat Fee Agreements for Legal Services.

The chair invited members Nancy Cohen and James Sudler, co-chairs of the "flat fees"
subcommittee to review the subcommittee's proposal for a rule to govern a lawyer's fee agreement with
a client that provides for flat fees for specific legal services to be rendered by the lawyer for which the
client agrees to pay a fixed amount, regardless of the time or effort involved in providing those services.
The co-chairs began the discussion by giving the Committee a short history of the matter. The
Committee's consideration oftlat fees was instigated by a letter sent in May 2015 to the Chair by Steven
K. Jacobson, chair of the Attorney Regulation Committee of the Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel.
Jacobson's letter outlined a perceived need for a specific rule within the Rules of Professional Conduct
to deal with flat fees ; and the subcommittee was appointed to consider specific provisions in Rule 1.5
to deal with the flat fee. At the Committee's forty-seventh meeting, on June 16, 2017, Sudler had given
a briefreport to the effect that the subcommittee had met once in advance of that Committee meeting and
had reached a consensus on the principles to apply when a lawyer has failed to comply with the
requirements of the Rules governing flat fee agreements . Sudler had added then that the subcommittee
intended to send its proposal to lawyers in the Colorado Criminal Defense Bar Association and the
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Colorado Bar Association's Trusts and Estates Section for their comment; that was done following the
forty-seventh Committee meeting.
In its subsequent deliberations, the subcommittee recognized that there is already one set ofrules
establishing detailed requirements for one specific type of fee agreement - Chapter 23.3 covering
contingent fee agreements - but those rules do not apply to an agreement for a fee that is not contingent
upon an outcome. The subcommittee also considered Matter ofGilbert, 1 in which a divided Supreme
Court held that the attorney in that disciplinary case was entitled, by application of the quantum meruit
doctrine, to be paid a portion of an agreed-upon flat fee for the work that the lawyer performed prior to
the client's termination the representation, so that the lawyer's retention of that portion did not violate that
part of Rule 1.16 that requires a refund to the client of "any advance payment offee ... that has not been
earned or incurred after termination of representation."
The subcommittee considered many versions of a specific provision to deal with flat fees, with
the view toward placing those provisions at the end of Rule 1.5. Its resulting proposal to the Committee,
as contained in the materials that the Chair provided to the Committee for this meeting and reading as
set forth immediately below, would add three new subsections to the end of Rule l.5:
(h) A "flat fee" is for specific legal services by a lawyer for which the client agrees to pay
a fixed amount for those services, regardless of the time or effort involved or the result
obtained.
(i) If a lawyer receives in advance a flat fee or any portion thereof, the basis or rate of the
fee shall be communicated in writing before or within a reasonable time after
commencing the representation and shall contain the following:

(1) A description of the services the lawyer agrees to perform;
(2) A statement of the amount to be paid to the lawyer for the services to be performed;
(3) A description of when or how portions of the flat fee are deemed earned by the
lawyer;

(4) The amount, if any, of the fees the lawyer is entitled to keep upon termination of the
representation before all the specified legal services have been performed.
U) If a dispute arises about whether the lawyer has earned all or part of a flat fee, the
portion of the flat fee in dispute shall be kept separate by the lawyer until the di pute is
resolved. The lawyer shall promptly distribute all portions of the flat fee as to which the
interests are not in dispute.

Additionally, the proposal would modify the Comment [11] to Rule 1.5 as follows[11)
To make a determination of when an advance fee is earned, the written statement
of the basis or rate of the fee, when required by Rule l .5(b ), should include a description
of the benefit or service that justifies the lawyer's earning the fee, the amount of the
advance unearned fee, as well as a statement describing when the fee is earned. In flat
fee agreements, the lawyer must describe when or how portions of the flat fee are
earned under paragraph (i)(3) unless none of the fee is earned u11til all of the services
have been provided. Whether a lawyer has conferred a sufficient benefit to earn a
portion of the advance fee will depend on the circumstances of the particular case. If a
portion of an advanced flat fee has been earned pursuant to a written agreement and
transferred out of trust, after which the client disputes that it was earned, the lawyer is
not required to retum the funds to trust. See Rule I. I 5A (c). The circumstances under
which a fee is earned should be evaluated under an objective standard of reasonableness.
Rule l .5(a).

-and would make minor changes in other comments to the rule.

l.

346 P.3d 1018 (Colo. 2015).
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Sudler noted that a principal matter of concern to the subcommittee is a provision to deal with
disputes between the lawyer and the client over the lawyer's entitlement to any part of the flat fee.
Proposed paragraph U) reflects the subcommittee's consensus on that issue, although Sudler said the
matter had not been resolved to everyone's satisfaction.
Cohen added that Sudler had refrained from noting the significant amount of time it had taken
in subcommittee deliberations to arrive at this proposal - this proposal that, she added, all now feel
makes the most sense for a flat fee provision.
Sudler reported that the proposal that is now before the Committee had been sent to both the
Trust and Estates Section of the Colorado Bar Association and the Colorado Criminal Defense Bar
Association and that each of those groups had responded that they had no comments on that version. He
added that two lawyers who specialize in immigration law practice participated on the subcommittee and
approve of the proposal.
Sudler explained that proposed Rule l .S(i)-requiring that a written communication of the basis
or rate of the flat fee, with the additional information required by the subclauses of that paragraph, be
given to the client "before or within a reasonable time after commencing the representation" - applies
only if any portion of the flat fee is received by the lawyer in advance of completion of the specified legal
services. Paragraph (i) does not apply to a flat fee the entirety of which is received after completion of
all the services that are covered by the flat fee. Notably, however, paragraph (i) applies - in the case
of the advanced fee-whether or not the lawyer has "regularly represented" the client as is provided by
existing paragraph (b ); but paragraph (b) would continue to apply to the flat fee agreement, as it does to
all fee agreements and without regard to when any portion of the flat fee is paid, if the lawyer has not
previously represented the client.
Sudler concluded his review with the optimistic comment that he and Cohen were hoping the
Committee would vote the proposal up or down this day.
Cohen added her concurrence that paragraph (j) had proved the most difficult part of the proposal
in the subcommittee's deliberations, especially as the subcommittee considered both the majority and the
minority opinions in Gilbert. She reported that Jacobson, whose letter had instigated the consideration
offlat fees, agreed that paragraph (j) as proposed makes the most sense. Speaking for herself, Cohen said
she looked at the provision knowing that it will be a basis for attorney discipline and must serve as
guidance for lawyers about what they should and should not do if they use flat fee agreements. In short,
and overall, the subcommittee is of the view that the proposal makes sense.
ln response to the Chair's request for comments or questions from the members, one asked what
provisions are found in other jurisdictions regarding flat fee agreements and, further with regard to
paragraph (j), what is its application to the situation where the client disputes the fee upon becoming
dissatisfied with the lawyer's services long after they have been rendered. How, he asked further, would
that work out if the paid fee had already been distributed by a law firm to its individual lawyers.
Noting that these were good points, Cohen replied that the Colorado Bar Association's Ethics
Committee has already given consideration to the timing of the client's disputation. 2 The client must
initiate the "dispute" that is contemplated by paragraph (j) on a timely basis, she said; it would not be fair
for the lawyer to have to deal with a dispute raised six months or more after the services have been

2. Colo. Bar Assoc. Ethics Comm. Formal Op. 118, "Handling of Funds Disputed After Proper Withdrawal From
Trust Account" (2008).
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concluded. She suggested the addition of the word "timely" as an adjective for the word "dispute" in
paragraph (j).
Sudler added that the changes proposed by the subcommittee to Comment [11] of Rule 1.5 clarify
that, if the lawyer has properly taken a portion of the advanced payment from the trust into which it had
been deposited, the lawyer is not required to redeposit that portion back into trust if the client
subsequently disputes whether the portion had been earned.
As to the member's question about other jurisdictions' adoption of rules on this topic, Sudler
responded that, in Colorado, the Sather3 case held that a lawyer may not take any payment, other than
for deposit into a COLTAF or other trust account, until the services for which the payment has been
made have been completed. Other states, he said, permit lawyers to take advance payment of fees
directly into their coffers upon receipt; that, he said, would not be acceptable in Colorado under Sather.
Cohen added that the proposed changes to Comment [ 11] to Rule 1.5, to which Sudler referred,
cite Rule 1.15A(c) regarding trust account deposits.
The member who had raised these points responded that Sudler's and Cohen's responses made
sense to him, adding that, if a dispute over the services or the fees does arise, it may be nothing more than
a "malpractice issue."
A member noted that he had separately provided some minor suggestions for changes to Sudler
in advance of this meeting. The Chair asked that the Committee first look at the substance of the
subcommittee's proposal before nitpicking it.
A member said that he had come to like the proposal, although he had at first been skeptical. He
suggested that the words "a fee" be added in paragraph (h) so that it would begin, "A 'flat fee' is a fee
for .... " And, referring to the phrase "Ifa lawyer receives in advance a flat fee ... " at the beginning
of paragraph (i), he asked what was the event to which "in advance" referred. He acknowledged that we
think the event is the rendering of all the specific legal services, but he suggested that should be clarified.
The member continued, saying he liked the changes that the subcommittee proposed for
Comment [11] of Rule 1.5. But he referred to the added sentence in that comment, reading, "In flat fee
agreements, the lawyer must describe when or how portions of the flat fee are earned under paragraph
(i)(3) unless none of the fee is earned until all of the services have been provided." In his view, that
"unless" exception should be set forth in the substantive text of paragraph (i)(3) and not be left to the
comment; without the addition of the exception to the substantive text of the rule, the comment would
be inconsistent with the substantive text: The comment would state that no reference need be made to
portions of the fee if "none of the fee is earned until all of the services have been provided," while the
substantive text of paragraph (i)(3) would require a "description of when or how portions of the flat fee
are deemed earned by the lawyer" even though no "p011ion" could be deemed earned unless and until all
of the services had been performed.
To the first of those comments, Cohen agreed that the words "a fee" should be added at the
beginning of paragraph (h) as had been suggested. With regard to the question of what was the event
with respect to which a fee might be received "in advance" of, she suggested the addition of the clause
"before the work has commenced" after the introductory words "If a lawyer receives" in paragraph (i).

3.

Jn re Sather, 3 P.3d 403 (Colo. 2000).
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But, to the member's suggestion for modification of subparagraph (i)(3 ), she responded that the
substantive text of the flat fee provisions is intended to be general and that she preferred to leave to the
comment- as is done in the proposal - a statement of the exception for the particular case in which
no portion of the fee can be earned before all of the specified legal services have been completed.
Sudler added that he had no position about the location of the statement regarding that
circumstance.
A member said he would leave subparagraph (i)(3) and Comment [11] as the subcommittee has
proposed them. But he would change the introductory clause of paragraph (i) to read, "If a lawyer
receives in advance a flat fee or any portion thereof before performing the specific legal services . . . ."
He did not specify whether the performance that he contemplated in that addition was of all or just any
portion of those services and did not propose to strike the phrase "in advance," which would be made
redundant by his addition.
Another member said that she did not see a need to clarify what event the concept of "advance"
was to reference; the term is presently used in paragraph (f)- "Advances of unearned fees ... " -and
she was not aware that its un-referenced usage there had caused problems. She has read that usage in
paragraph (f) to refer to any advance, even of a "retainer" that is to be drawn down under an agreement
by which fees are earned on the basis of accrued hours of service. The usage of "advance" in proposed
paragraph (i) is simply for a specific type of fee that is both advanced and "flat."
The member additionally commented about the structure of the entirety of Rule 1.5 as it would
be changed by the subcommittee: Existing Rule 1.5 consists of seven paragraphs covering topics as
follows: ~(a), the reasonableness of fees;~ (b), a requirement for a writing of the basis or rate offee for
a new client; ir (c), dealing with contingent fees ; ~ (d), dealing with a division offees between lawyers;
~ (e), prohibiting referral fees; ~ (f), identifying when fees are earned and requiring the deposit of
advance fees in trust, whatever the agreement under which they may be earned; and~ (g), a proscription
of nonrefundable fees. Given that existing structure, the member believed that all of the new provisions
that the subcommittee would divide among new paragraphs (h), (i), and U) should be included as subparts
of a single new paragraph (h).
Further, this member noted the relationship between the proposed addition to Rule 1.5 and the
existing provision found in paragraph (b) requiring that a writing be given, to client whom the lawyer
has not "regularly represented," of the basis or rate of the fee - a requirement that is applicable without
regard to whether the fee is "flat," "hourly," or otherwise. She urged that, once the substance of the flat
fee additions have been determined, care be taken to be sure the reader understands that other provisions
of the rule continue to apply to the flat fee agreement in addition to the special provisions that would be
contained in what is now proposed as paragraphs (h) through U). In particular, she noted, it should be
clarified that the requirement of paragraph (f) - that advances of fees be deposited in trust- applies
as well to "flat fees" as to other types of fees.
And the member asked why, when the existing, general provision of paragraph (b), which
requires that a written communication of the basis or rate of fee be given only when the lawyer has not
"regularly represented" the client, the subcommittee would now require a written communication
regarding a flat fee agreement to be given with respect to each new matter a lawyer undertook for a
client, even for a client who has been regularly represented by the lawyer under such arrangement.
To that last point, Sudler responded that the subcommittee specifically intended that disclosure
of the details for flat fee agreements involving advances of fees would be required pursuant to
paragraph (i) in each new undertaking, even for a repeat client, because of the importance of those details
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to the relationship. To that answer, the member who had raised the question suggested that it should then
be made more explicit that the advance-flat-fee agreement is an exception to the more limited
requirement of Paragraph (b) and the circumstance where the flat fee is not paid in advance of services.
Referring to the prior discussion with other members about Comment [11], this member added
that it was interesting to see how different people can read the same text and see different issues arising
from it. Jn her view, the client always needs to be told how portions of the advanced fee can be earned
by the lawyer; that need exists without exception.
The member who had earlier said that the "unless" exception expressed in Comment [ 11] needed
to be moved to the substantive text of subparagraph (i)(3) now responded that, if the substantive text did
not negate the need for a statement of milestones in the case where no part of the fee was to be paid
before completion of all the services, then a disgruntled client might challenge the absence of such
milestones on the grounds - meaningless as such milestones might be - because the specific text of
that subparagraph (i)(3) required "[a] description of when or how portions of the flat fee are deemed
earned by the lawyer" without exception. He added that the lawyer, who knows she cannot earn any
portion of the advance until all of the specified services have been performed, might cite the exception
stated in Comment [I I] in defense of the omission, but the client would cite Gilbert in response "Comments to the Rules of Professional Conduct do not add obligations to the Rules but merely provide
guidance for practicing in compliance with the Rules" 4 - and argue that the lawyer cannot rely on that
exception.
In reply, the member who thought the client always needs to be told how portions of the
advanced fee can be earned by the lawyer now reiterated, "Let's tell the lawyer that she does need to set
milestone markers in all cases."
To that discussion, a member asked: If a lawyer unde1takes to prepare a will for a client for a
flat fee of $1,000, advanced to the lawyer, and then does prepare and send a draft of the wi II to the client,
has not the lawyer done as agreed and is not the lawyer then entitled to the fiat fee? The member who
had last previously spoken disagreed: For that proposition to be true, the lawyer will have had to say,
in the description of the contemplated services, "I will be entitled to the fee covered by this advance
when I deliver a draft of the will to you." If our intention is to protect clients, we must require that the
lawyer be specific about what services are to be performed to earn the fee; in this member's view,
preparation of a draft would not be performance of the undertaking to prepare a will; the effort would
have had to carry through to a document that the client executed as his will. But, the member added, she
believes the current proposal, as written, already requires that kind of specificity for the milestones.
Cohen asked whether the previously expressed proposal-that the entire rule should make clear,
in some fashion, that paragraphs such as (c) and (t) apply not only to the common hourly rate basis of
fee but also to the flat fee that is covered by the details of paragraphs (h) through U) - would require
insertion into those other provisions of explicit cross-references to the flat fee provisions. The member
who had made that proposal responded that the fact that the more general provisions of the rule continue
to apply to the flat fee agreement as they do for other fee arrangements - notwithstanding that the flat
fee agreement was called out for additional, special treatment - could be expressed within the fiat fee
provisions themselves and need not be sprinkled among the more general provisions. Speaking
specifically about the difference between existing paragraph (b ), which requires a writing only for the
client who has not been "regularly represented," and the proposed special requirement that the details
governing advanced flat fees always be stated in writing, even for repeat clients, the member said the fact

4.

Matter of Gilbert, supra n. I, 346 P.3d at 1026 (Colo. 2015) .
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that the advanced flat fee is an exception to paragraph (b) should be identified within paragraph (i)(3)
itself.
A member who had not spoken before said he agreed with the observation that the flat fee
provisions should be contained within a single paragraph of Rule 1.5, with appropriate subdivisions and
with the addition of a clarification that the exception found in paragraph (b) with regard to the regularly
represented client did not apply to exempt the application of the special flat fee rules from regularly
represented clients. He noted that currently the contingency fee provisions of Chapter 23.3 require a
separate writing for each new engagement without regard to whether the lawyer has been previously
engaged by the client under a contingency fee agreement. He added that he would vote for the current
proposal for the flat fee additions just to see them be adopted before he retired and expired.
Cohen acknowledged that the subcommittee had not focused on the exception that it had made,
as to regularly represented clients, between flat fee agreements and other types offee arrangements; she
agreed that the difference in treatment should be highlighted in the flat fee provisions.
A member, who had not previously spoken, now echoed those comments: He agreed with the
structural proposal that the flat fee provisions share their own paragraph - despite, he said, his desire
to see this project be finished - adding that, when the Committee engages in the drafting process, it
often spends so much time on the particularities of the topic under examination that it allows them to
overshadow the entirety of the rule that would be amended. But, especially for Rule 1.5, it is the earlier,
already-existing pa11s of the rule that are the critical parts of the rule.
Turning to the matter of whether a new writing should be required with respect to each new flat
fee engagement even for regularly represented clients, he contrasted that situation with the special rules
for contingent fee agreements found in Chapter 23. 3. The contingency fee agreement has typically been
used in one-time representations, not with regular clients; accordingly, the absence of a regularrepresentation exception for contingent fee agreements was not a substantive argument for the exception
in the case of flat fee agreements. Yet, in the circumstance of the application of a flat fee agreement for
the first time to a new engagement by a client who has regularly been represented by the lawyer on an
hourly or other non-flat-fee basis, he would require a written statement of the new deal, with the details
prescribed by the proposed flat fee provisions.
The member added that perhaps the contingency fee agreement itself is becoming more common
and perhaps an exception to the writing requirements imposed by Chapter 23 .3 should be provided where
the client has regularly agreed to a contingency fee deal with the lawyer.
A member, who had not previously spoken, said he now wanted to get back to the basics "brains, trains, caboose" is how he put it. He asked whether an "advance flat fee" is the same as an
"advance unearned fee." He asked whether the terminology in proposed paragraph (i) ("receives in
advance a flat fee") and in Comment [11] ("an advance fee"; "the advance unearned fee"; and "an
advanced flat fee") should be the same as that in current paragraph (t) ("[a]dvances of unearned fees"):
ls the subject being discussed the same concept in each case? Similarly, he pointed out the distinction
in phraseology made between "kept separate" as said in paragraph U) and "trust" as used twice in
Comment [11].
The member who had expressed concern about expiring before this task was completed said he
saw no reason to send the draft back to the subcommittee just to deal with highlighting the distinction
between the regular representation of a client under some non-flat-fee agreement and the regular
representation of a client using a flat fee agreement. If, after fifty engagements with a client using, say,
an hourly rate fee agreement, the lawyer and the client enter the fifty-first engagement under a flat fee
azyv0121l8_Submitted Minutes.48th_SCSCRPC.mtg.wpd
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agreement, there should be a writing for that new agreement, complying with these flat fee disclosure
provisions. That is, there should be no exception, in the flat fee agreement, for regularly represented
clients. He added that there could be an umbrella agreement for the flat fee - set up in compliance with
the disclosure requirements of these flat fee provisions - with that umbrella agreement specifically
contemplating subsequent, specific matters being handled under that agreement.
Another member who had not previously spoken said she agreed with the position that a lawyer
should be able to make an initial disclosure to a client or potential client under the flat fee provisions "We will handle all your mechanic's lien foreclosures for a flat fee of $500" - and then undertake
specific engagements with that client for that scope of work without further written disclosures. Maybe,
she added, the rules should be changed, as some have long advocated, to require proper written
engagement agreements in all circumstances; she did not pursue that thought.
Noting the absence of a pending motion, a member made a motion comprising these elements:
1.

That the subcommittee's proposed paragraphs (h), (i), and (j) be consolidated as
subparagraphs within a single paragraph (h) of Rule 1.5;

2.

That the flat fee provisions be made applicable to all flat fee agreements - in contrast,
paragraph (i) as proposed by the subcommittee applies only to advances of flat fees and,
under the current proposal, all other flat fee agreements simply fall under the general
requirement of paragraph (b) that, for a client who has not been regularly represented by
the lawyer, a writing be given stating the basis or rate of the flat fee.

3.

That the subcommittee circulate the text of its further proposal for the flat fee provisions
to the members of the full Committee before the next meeting of the Committee.

A member who had participated to a significant degree in the prior discussion said he supp01ied
this motion. He noted that the Committee had a similar discussion about paragraph (b) at an earlier
meeting and had considered beginning the special provisions for flat fee agreements with the introductory
clause, "Anything in paragraph (b) to the contrary notwithstanding .... " That the flat fee provisions like the contingency fee rules - are exceptions to the general rule should be specified within their
substantive text and not left to a comment.
Another member concurred with the restructuring proposed within the motion, adding that
whether provisions containing cross-references or explanations regarding the application of paragraph (b)
or paragraph (f) should be added to the new provisions can be decided after the restructured text is at
hand. But this member objected to the application of the flat fee disclosure provisions, as currently
proposed as paragraph (i) to flat fee agreements, to arrangements that do not involve advances of
payment. If the flat fee is not to be received until after all the specified legal services have been
performed, then the fee agreement is not really of a different ilk than what is currently provided for in
paragraph (b) by the requirement of a statement of the "basis" for the fee.
A member, who had not previously spoken, agreed with the proposed restructuring of the flat fee
provisions into a single paragraph but saw no need to return the matter to the subcommittee or for a
general circulation of revised text before the next meeting. He was ready to support the changes and
move forward; he noted that the essential purpose of the new provisions was just to specify when fees
are earned, and, in his view, the lawyer and the client can agree to that. Accordingly, this member would
(i) shift every item in currently proposed paragraph (i) to the right by one outline sublevel, becoming
subparagraphs under what is currently paragraph (h); (ii) insert the words "of the work" after the word
"advance"; and, (iii) leave Comment [11] as proposed by the subcommittee.
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Another member rejected the thought of completing the revision task at this meeting; in his view,
the suggestions had gone beyond what the full Committee could safely do as "editing." But he believed
the substance of the Committee's consensus was expressed in the pending motion and he asked that it be
voted upon. The member making the motion agreed with these comments.
But another member asked that the vote on the motion be delayed, for she had more to add to the
discussion.
This member pointed out that paragraph ( c) deals specifically with contingent fees to the extent
ofrecognizing that they may be employed - "except in a matter in which a contingent fee is otherwise
prohibited" - and explicitly referring the reader to C.R.C.P. Chapter 23 .3 for the details. Similarly, as
to flat fees, Rule 1.5 could contain, first, a statement that a lawyer may receive a flat fee if in compliance
with the rule but must also comply with the specific provisions of a paragraph (h) that encompassed what
is currently proposed in both paragraph (h) and paragraph (i). Rephrasing, she suggested that the text
be something like, "The lawyer shall communicate the basis or rate of a flat fee in accordance with
paragraph (b), and the lawyers shall communicate the following information with respect to any
agreement that provides for payment of any portion of the flat fee in advance of completion of all of the
specified for legal services that are to be performed for the flat fee [with the specific disclosures then
being stated]."
The member add ed that she did not understand what the subcommittee meant by its proposed
subparagraph (i)(4): "The amount, if any, of the fees the lawyer is entitled to keep upon termination of
the representation before al 1 the specified legal services have been performed ."
Sudler replied that subparagraph (i)( 4) covers the situation where the lawyer has defined
"milestones" for the earning of fees but has not completed a specific milestone before his services are
terminated; the subparagraph requires that there be an agreement for determining what portion of the
entire contemplated fee for that milestone has been earned at the time of termination. The agreement
could provide that the lawyer would be entitled to a fee determined from the hours accrued on the
milestone service to the time of termination, at a stated hourly rate. In his view, subparagraph (i)(4) was
more than just an elaboration of subparagraph (i)(3).
The questioning member responded that she understood that intention; however, she read the
provision to mean that the lawyer could obtain a bonus upon the early termination: Upon termination,
the lawyer might be able to keep a portion of the advance fee on account of the fact of termination and
without regard to the value of the work performed on the milestone to the point of termination.
The member who had earlier made the pending motion withdrew it.
And a member, who had not previously spoken, asked that the entire matter now be returned to
the subcommittee, expressing his view that wordsmithing the proposal at this meeting by the whole
Committee could not be successful. As he put it, the Committee was now talking about proposals to
modify proposals that had been made to modify the subcommittee's initial proposal to the Committee.
Accepting that as a motion to table, another member moved that the subcommittee be directed,
in further deliberations, to restructure the three currently proposed paragraphs into parts of a single new
paragraph and that language be inserted, similar to that currently found in paragraph (c) regarding
contingent fee agreements, that regular representation of the client did not excuse the lawyer from
making the required disclosures with each new engagement employing a flat fee agreement.
Additionally, the member moved for the inclusion of the other minor wording changes that appeared to
have been accepted by the Committee as consensus reached in the course of this discussion. He accepted
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the Chair's friendly amendment of his motion that members of the Committee who were not also
members of the subcommittee be invited to send other, minor, wording changes to the subcommittee.
Additionally, the moving member found friendly a proposal that the subcommittee provide that a lawyer
may have a general flat fee arrangement that, without further disclosures, applied to subsequent separate
undertakings to provide services to the client under that disclosed arrangement.
The committee unanimously approved the motion, as it had been modified.
At a member's suggestion, Sudler agreed that the subcommittee would circulate its next draft to
the whole Committee in advance of its next meeting.
III.

Introduction ofNew Member.

Following a break in the proceedings, and at the Chair's invitation, Jacki Cooper Melmed
introduced herself to the Committee as its newest member. She is currently legal counsel to Colorado
Governor John Hickenlooper, who has a year left in his term. Prior to taking the position with the
governor, she had practiced in a small litigation firm in Boulder.

IV.

Chair's Report on Court's Adoption of Amendments to Rule 8.4(c).

The Chair reported to the Committee that the Court has amended Rule 8.4(c), adding an
exception to it so that the entire paragraph reads as follows:
(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation, except
that a lawyer may advise, direct, or supervise others, including clients, law enforcement
officers, or investigators, who participate in lawful investigative activities;
No changes were made to the comments to the rule.
The Chair added that minutes of the forty-seventh meeting of the Committee, at which the matter
of "pretexting" that is dealt with in the Court's modification of Rule 8.4(c) had been discussed at length,
indicated that the Committee had directed the Chair as follows:
The Chair is directed to advise the Court that the Committee had, in 2011 and
2012, carefully considered the addition of an exception to Rule 8.4( c) to permit
lawyers to advise, direct, or supervise nonlawyers in their lawful but covert
activities; and that it had previously provided the Court with documentation
reflecting the Committee's analyses from that time. The Chair shall advise the Court
that, at the Committee's forty-seventh meeting, on June 16, 2017, it had discussed the
proposal that the Court has now made in this regard but does not believe that it can
add more to the Court's deliberation than what it had previously provided. And the
Chair should suggest to the Court that, if it does amend the rule to provide an
exception, it should consider the addition of commentary to Rule 8.4 to give
guidance to lawyers in the application of the exception.
But those minutes had not been provided by the secretary to the Chair, even in draft form, until after the
Court had held a hearing on the question of the amendment to Rule 8.4(c) to deal with pretexting. In the
absence of timely minutes to remind her of the Committee's instructions, the Chair had not, in her
presentation to the Court at its hearing, provided the Court with the information contemplated in those
instructions. But she now pointed out to the Committee that nothing precluded the Committee from
taking up, on its own volition, the question of whether a comment could be added in that regard.
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A member noted that the Court's addition of the investigation exception to Rule 8.4(c) had
already received a great deal of attention from practicing lawyers; he had fielded a spike of questions
about the exception while serving on the "ethics hotline" provided by the Colorado Bar Association
Ethics Committee, especially from lawyers practicing in large litigation law firms asking what is
encompassed by the phrase "lawful investigative activities" - clearly those law firms want to be able
to employ or engage non-lawyer personnel for such activities. Noting that he spoke with all due respect
for the two justices who attend this Committee's meetings as liaisons from the Court, he forecast a
donnybrook over this added exception. He was sure that the practicing bar would welcome any guidance
that this Committee might generate by way of proposing a comment for the rule.
Taking that point, another member moved that the Chair form a subcommittee to draft a comment
that would give content to the phrase "lawful investigative activities."
In response to the discussion, the Chair asked Thomas Downey, who had chaired the
subcommittee that had previously made a thorough review of the pretexting issue for the Committee, to
reconstitute that subcommittee and serve again as its chair; and he agreed to do so. He also concurred
that there would be a donnybrook over the meaning and application of this added exception to
Rule 8.4( c ); but he suggested that the Committee wait for some of that external discussion to develop
before it began drafting commentary: The Committee should wait to see what issues actually develop
as the new exception is put into application by lawyers before providing commentary. He asked,
however, that, if the Committee now felt differently, it give his subcommittee specific direction about
what it wanted to see in a new comment. And he added that there had been major substantive disputes
in the subcommittee's previous deliberations on the exception.
A member who had pai1icipated in the earlier deliberations recalled that the "angst" had come
from the law enforcement community, which is bound by the principle that there can be no "fraud"
employed to get a confession. The "rub" comes in the carryover of that fundamental principle of criminal
law into the civil law arena. In this member's view, it was appropriate for the Committee now to take
up the matter of an explanatory comment to supplement the exception. He suggested that a I ine might
be drawn between giving a free rein to undercover criminal investigations while civil investigators were
bound by concepts precluding fraud and the like.
As to the matter of waiting awhile to see what concerns arise in practice with respect to the added
exception to Rule 8.4(c), the Chair noted that quite a bit of time will necessarily pass, within which those
kinds of observations can be made, before the Committee could complete the comment-drafting process,
even if it were to begin that process now.
An informal poll of the attending members indicated a clear desire to draft a comment directed
to the meaning of the phrase "lawful investigative activities." Downey agreed to proceed to engage the
reconstituted subcommittee for that purpose; he said that he would want those members who participated
on the earlier subcommittee to join this effort- particularly so that they could share their recollections
of the history of those prior deliberations - but would welcome new members as well.
V.

Pena-Rodriguez Case.

At the Chair's invitation, member Judge John Webb reported on the case of Pena-Rodriguez v.
Colorado, 5 in which the United States Supreme Court held that, where a juror makes a clear statement
that indicates he or she relied on racial stereotypes or animus to convict a criminal defendant, the Sixth

5. Pena-Rodriguez v. Colorado, 137 S.Ct. 855 (2017). See Part V of the minutes of the forty-seventh meeting of
he Committee, on June 16, 2017, for the Committee's earlier consideration of this case and Rule 3.5(c). -Secretary
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Amendment of the United States Constitution requires that the no-impeachment-of-the-verdict rule give
way in order to permit the trial court to consider the evidence of the juror's statement and any resulting
denial ofthe constitutional jury trial guarantee.
At the forty-seventh meeting of the Committee, on June 16, 2017, member Judge Michael Berger
had expressed the concern that, if a lawyer called out a juror because of a racially discriminatory remark
made while in service as a juror, the lawyer's comment could be viewed as demeaning, embarrassing,
or criticizing that juror. Berger had recommended the formation of a subcommittee to consider that
possibility, and Webb had undertaken to chair such a subcommittee.
Webb now reported that the subcommittee that had then been formed had, after considering the
Pena-Rodriguez decision, developed little enthusiasm for modifying the existing comment to Rule 3 .5( c).
Webb referred the members to the memorandum on this matter that had been included in the materials
that the Chair provided for this meeting; that memorandum reports that a majority on the Court's
Committee on the Rules of Evidence disfavored modification of the relevant rule, Colorado Rule of
Evidence 606(b ), but might recommend the addition of a comment to that rule that would reference the
Pena-Rodriguez case, and, further, that Marsha Piccone, the current chair of the Court's Committee on
Pattern Civil Jury Instructions, had indicated a willingness to look into a modification of Civil Jury
Instruction 1: 18, regarding juror discharge instructions, in order to deal with the concern that PenaRodriguez might lead to more post-trial contacts between lawyers, or their surrogates, and jurors. In part,
Webb said, this Committee's Rule 3.5(c) subcommittee was concerned about altering the parallelism that
now exists between that provision in the Rules of Professional Conduct and CRE 606(b). Webb
summarized his report by saying that a majority of the subcommittee declined to propose any changes
with respect to Rule 3.5(c) at this time, preferring to leave the matter to the Civil Jury Instructions
committee.
Another member referred the members to the report found beginning at page 27 of the materials
for this meeting, to which Webb had made reference, and explained that the text there recited as the
proposal of the Committee on the Rules of Evidence has since been changed by the deletion of the first
sentence, which referred to the earlier, Colorado, treatment of the Pena-Rodriguez case; with that
modification, the proposed comment to CRE 606(b) would begin with the second sentence of what is
quoted on that page 27, with the additional reference back to the earlier Colorado decision - "granted
certiorari" - also being deleted from the comment as revised.
VI.

Housekeeping Amendments: Rule 5. 4(d); Rule 7.3(c}(J).

At the Chair's invitation, member Alexander Rothrock reminded the members that, at the
Committee's forty-seventh meeting, on June 16, 2017, he had recommended the correction of a
scrivener's error found in Rule 5.4(d): an erroneous omission of the phrase "authorized to practice law
for a profit" from within the provision that prohibits a lawyer from practicing law in a professional
company having owners who are "nonlawyers." Before the extensive amendments of Rule 265,
regarding "professional service companies," in 2009, which included an accompanying addition of a
definition of the term "professional company" in C.R.P.C. 1.0(1) and amendment of Rule 5.4, that
Rule 5.4(d) had- by use of the phrase "authorized to practice law for a profit" to describe the kinds of
entities in which lawyers could not be employed if they had non lawyer owners - permitted lawyers to
be employed by nonprofit entities: Before the adoption and application of the generic phrase
"professional company," Rule 5.4 had referred to practice from within a "professional corporation,
association, or limited liability company, authorized to practice law for a profit." That included phrase,
"authorized to practice law for a profit," served the important purpose of permitting lawyers to practice
law from within nonprofit organizations advocating civil rights or pursuing public policy litigation organizations that might be deemed to be "owned" by nonlawyers. Apparently the specifying of the
azyzO 122 l 8.Submitted. Minutes.48th.SCSCRPC.mtg.wpd
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profit element had been lost in the scrivener's substitution of the newly defined term "professional
company" for the previous listing of specific forms of entity.
Rothrock pointed out that the result of the scrivener's error was to make lawyers' practice with
legal aid organizations and other nonprofit entities, which might be considered to have nonlawyer
owners, be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct. He proposed that the introductory clause
of Rule 5.4(d) be amended to read as follows:
A lawyer shall not practice with or in the fonn of a professional company authorized to
practice law for profit, if ... .

The Committee approved that amendment.
Rothrock then turned the Committee's attention to Rule 7.3(c)(l), which currently contains a
typographical error: The phrasing "to whom the communication is directed is represented resented by
a lawyer in the matter" should read, "to whom the communication is directed is represented by a lawyer
in the matter": The extra word "resented" should be omitted. 6
The Committee agreed to propose that correction to the court, too.
VII.

Housekeeping Amendments: Rule 8.4(c).

The Chair invited member Anthony van Westrum to discuss the matter he had raised in an email
to the Chair that is included in the materials for this meeting, beginning at page 3 I.
Van Westrum pointed out to the Committee that the standard usage in clauses of inclusive listings
in the Rules - similar to the inclusive clause that the Court has now added to Rule 8.4(c) to deal with
a lawyer's directing others in "lawful investigative matters" - is to conclude such a listing with the
conjunctive "and" rather than the disjunctive "or." That was not done in the amendment to Rule 8.4(c)
itself, however; it ends with the disjunctive:
(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation, except
that a lawyer may advise, direct, or supervise others, including clients, law enforcement
officers, or investigators, who pm1icipate in lawful investigative activities;

A member spoke to agree with the suggestion that the word "or" be changed to "and" at the end
of that listing but moved that the matter be referred to the subcommittee that will now be considering the
addition of a comment to deal with investigative activities. That motion was approved by the Committee.

6. Rothrock noted that this error had previously been spotted by the Committee. See the minutes of its thirty-ninth
meeting, on March 14, 2014:
A member pointed out that Colorado's existing Rule 7.3(c)(l)- probably
erroneously - refers to a petulant lawyer; it reads, "lN]o such communication may
be made if the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that the person to whom the
communication is directed is represented resented by a lawyer in the matter . ... "
The Committee ... agreed that reference to the lawyer's resentment should be
removed from Rule 7.3(c)(l).

--Secretary
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VIII.

Changing Jurisdiction for Contingency Fee Rule.

The Chair referred the members to the August 11, 2015 letter from the Chair, speaking for this
Committee, and from Judge Michael Berger, speaking for the Standing Committee on the Rules of Civil
Procedure, to Justice Marquez, who is the Colorado Supreme Court liaison justice to this Committee and
to Justice Eid, who at that time was the liaison justice to the Civil Procedure Rules Committee, in which
the two committee chairs proposed that jurisdiction for the contingency fee rules be shifted to this
Committee from the Civil Procedure Rules Committee. That letter was contained within the materials
provided to the Committee for its forty-sixth meeting, on November 4, 2015.
At the Chair's invitation, Judge Berger then reported to the Committee that Justice Eid has
advised him that the Court has approved that transfer of jurisdiction. Berger suggested that the shift in
responsibility gives this Committee authority to consider such matters as the proper placement of the
contingency fee rules among the various classifications and categorizations of the Court's rules, their
coordination with various provisions contained within the Rules of Professional Conduct, and the like.
In response to Berger's comments, the Chair said that she would form a subcommittee to take up
his suggestions.
Recalling his participation in the ad hoc committee that had initially worked on the adoption of
contingency fee rules, Berger said there had been a number oflawyers in that effort who frequently used
contingency fee agreements, and he now suggested that they be included in the subcommittee that the
Chair anticipated forming. The Chair agreed and said she would circulate an invitation to join that
subcommittee and seek a chair for it.

IX.

Lawyers' Engagement Agreements.

The Chair asked members Anthony van Westrum and David Little for their thoughts on the
question of an expanded rule to deal with lawyers' agreements to provide legal services - lawyers'
"engagement agreements."
Van Westrum said that he and Little have long discussed between themselves the fact that although lawyers regularly draft detailed contracts for their clients, they often do not take care to
document their own agreements with those clients for the legal services that they will provide to those
clients. All that is currently required by the Rules of Professional Conduct-except in the special cases
of contingency fee agreements - in that regard is what is found in the requirement of Rule 1.5(b) that
the lawyer "communicate to the client, in writing . .. the basis or rate of the fee and expenses"; and even
that minimal information need not be given before the services are commenced and need not be given
to a client whom the lawyer has "regularly represented." In particular, the Rules do not articulate a duty
of the lawyer to state what legal services will be provided for that fee. It is the view of van Westrum and
Little that the Rules ought to require more of the lawyer with respect to documentation of the deal with
the client for the lawyer's legal services - and, van Westrum noted, even the proposal from the flat fee
subcommittee that was considered earlier in the meeting would impose a requirement for a written
"description of the services the lawyer agrees to perform" only in the case where the client makes an
advance payment of the flat fee. In short, van Westrum said, he and Little have long thought that the
Rules should contain provisions that would require of lawyers, for their legal services, more of what they
would expect to provide to their clients by way of contract for their clients' services to their customers.
Little then noted the common experience of a member of a corporate board of directors buttonholing the corporation's lawyer after a board meeting and saying "Let me ask you something .. ., "
something about a matter that had arisen in the board member's life apart from his position with the
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corporation that the lawyer was there representing at the meeting. And the lawyer responds with words
of advice, of legal advice, without thinking about whether she is now undertaking a new and different
client-lawyer relationship, outside of the one she has with the corporation. And she does not advise the
board member that, by saying something of legal substance in response to his question, she is not
undertaking a new engagement that covers this new matter- and she likely does not consider that, by
giving any words of legal advice, she may have established a client-lawyer relationship with the board
member despite any such disclaimer that she might express. She certainly does not think of the nicety
of a formal engagement agreement. If that lawyer had been asked by a client to draft an agreement for
that client's sale of goods to another person, the lawyer would have a list of questions about what is to
be included in that contract, such as how are the goods to be described, what is the delivery schedule,
what warranties are to be provided, and the like. But the lawyer does not think to do anything like that
for her own relationship with this board member, who may have just become the lawyer's client in fact.
Little continued: As the rules of professional contract are being written, the drafters worry about
imposing contracting requirements on the lawyer that would be difficult to comply with in the face of
an urgent call for immediate legal assistance, and thus the rules they draft impose very little obligation
upon the lawyer with respect to the terms of the client-lawyer relationship. But lots of malpractice cases
arise out of this kind of circumstance, because a client can have a different expectation of what the
lawyer is supposed to do for the client than has the lawyer. The rules do not provide a comprehensive
guidance for the lawyer about documentation of that client-lawyer relationship.
Little concluded by admitting that a good agreement for legal services, covering all that is
involved in the client-lawyer relationship, could run to several pages.
Van Westrum and Little told the Chair that they would think further about this matter; they did
not suggest the formation of a subcommittee to consider it and did not suggest that it be added to the
continuing deliberations of the flat fee subcommittee.
X.

A4fournment; Next Scheduled Meeting.

The meeting adjourned at approximately 11 :35 a.m. The next scheduled meeting of the
Committee will be on Friday, January 26, 2018, beginning at 9:00 a.m., in the Supreme Court Conference
Room unless otherwise announced.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

an Westrum, Secretary

[T hese subn 1i ttcd rn inu tcs ha vc not yet been a pprnved by the Comm i ttcc.]
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Marcy Glenn
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Jamie Sudler <jamessudler@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, January 09, 2018 10:27 AM
Marcy Glenn
Cohen, Nancy; Anthony van Westrum; David Little; Melinda Harper; Erika Holmes; Cecil
E. Morris; msquarrell@lewisbess.com; Margaret Funk (mfunk@csc.state.co.us); Jeff
Joseph; nancy.elkind@eahimmigration.com; Lisa Wayne; Gary Blun; Steven K. Jacobson
Proposed Rule l.S(h)
Subcommittee Draft 12-08-17 (2).docx; azrq121017 - AvW revision of Draft
12-08-17 .. doc

Hi Marcy,
Attached is a proposed Rule 1.S(h) for distribution to the full Standing Rules Committee for review hopefully
before the next meeting.
After this version was discussed at our subcommittee, Tony Van Westrum made some comments one of which
I included. The others changes he recommended did receive some support but not from a majority of the
subcommittee. I am also attaching his email and leave it to your discretion whether to circulate it or allow him
to raise his comments at the meeting.
Thank you,
Jamie

1
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Proposed Flat Fee Rule
Colo. RPC 1.5
(a) through (g) [no changes]
(h) A "flat fee" is a fee for specific legal services by a lawyer for which the client agrees to pay a
fixed amount, regardless of the time or effort involved.
(1) The basis or rate of a flat fee shall be communicated in writing before or within a reasonable
time after commencing the representation and shall contain the following:

(i) A description of the services the lawyer agrees to perform;
(ii) A statement of the amount to be paid to the lawyer for the services to be performed;
(iii) If all or any portion of a flat fee is to be earned by the lawyer upon the completion of
specific tasks or the occurrence of specific events in the representation, a description of
the amount to be earned upon the completion of each specified task or the occurrence of
each specified event; and
(iv) The amount of any of the fees the lawyer is entitled to keep upon termination of the
representation before all the legal services have been performed.

(2) If all or any portion of a flat fee is paid in advance of being earned and a dispute arises about

whether the lawyer has earned all or part of the flat fee, the lawyer shall comply with Rule
1.15(A)(c) with respect to any portion of the flat fee that is in dispute.

STANDING COMMITTEE 017

Proposed Flat Fee Rule
-Van Westrum SuggestionsColo. RPC 1.5
(a) through (g) [no changes]
(h) A "flat fee" is a fee for specified legal services by a lawyer for which the client agrees to pay a
fixed amount, regardless of the time or effort involved.
(1) The basis of a flat fee shall be communicated in writing before or within a reasonable time after
commencing the representation and shall contain the following:

(i) A statement of the specified legal services the lawyer agrees to perform;
(ii) A statement of the amount of fee to be paid to the lawyer for the services to be performed;
(iii) If less than all of the entire flat fee is to be earned by the lawyer upon the completion of
specific tasks or the occurrence of specific events in the representation but before completion of all
of the services the lawyer agrees to perform, a statement of each specified task or event and of the
amount of fee to be earned upon the completion or occurrence thereof; and
(iv) A statement of the amount of fee, if any, that the lawyer is entitled to keep upon termination of
the representation before completion of all the services the lawyer agrees to perform.
(2) If all or any portion of a flat fee is paid in advance of being earned and a dispute arises about
whether the lawyer is entitled to retain any of the amount so paid, the lawyer shall comply with Rule
l.15(A)(c) with respect to the amount that is in dispute.
(3) The other provisions of this Rule apply to a flat fee agreement and to the lawyer's flat fee under
such an agreement; without limiting the generality of the foregoing, paragraph (a), paragraph (t), and
paragraph (g) of this Rule apply to a flat fee.

* * * * * Redline against 12/2/17 Subcommittee draft * * * * *
(h) A "flat fee" is a fee for speeifie specified legal services by a lawyer for which the client agrees
to pay a fixed amount, regardless of the time or effort involved.

AvW Note: Recognizing the comment will be revised, I note that the phrase already used
in Comment [12] of this Rule is "specified legal services." The word "specified" also
usefully implies some work on the part of the lawyer to say something about the legal
services - as he is then affirmatively required to do by 1.5(h)(l)(i).
(1) The basis OF Fate of a flat fee shall be communicated in writing before or within a reasonable
time after commencing the representation and shall contain the following:

AvW Note: I've struck "or rate" because, with a flat fee, no "rate" is involved - there is
no hourly charge. Admittedly, if the deal involves $X per mechanic's lien foreclosure,
that could certainly be argued to be a "rate"; but it would also be "the basis" of the fee, so
that retained word suffices by itself.
(i) A deseFiption statement of the specified legal services the lawyer agrees to perform;
STANDING COMMITTEE 018

AvW Note: The act of describing the services is uselessly synonymous with the act of
specifYing them - (h) could as well have begun, "A 'flat fee' is a fee for described legal
services .... " I think the word "statement" in place of "description" here in (h)(l )(i)
emphasizes that the lawyer needs to do something affirmative to communicate to the
client what it is the lawyer will do under the engagement.
And, further, the term "statement" here parallels that word in the next paragraph, "A
statement of the amount of fee to be paid .... "
(ii) A statement of the amount offee to be paid to the lawyer for the services to be performed;
AvW Note: The addition of "of fee" comports with the usage in the other parts of the
rule. I thought about saying "amount or amounts" here, to reflect that the engagement
may be divided into portions with specific amounts for each of them, but I think that is
adequately taken care of by the provisions that follow and deal with that circumstance.
(iii) If less than all or any portion of a of the entire flat fee is to be earned by the lawyer upon the
completion of specific tasks or the occurrence of specific events in the representation, a Eleseription
of the amount but before completion of all of the services the lawyer agrees to perform, a
statement of each specified task or event and of the amount offee to be earned upon the completion
of-ene.l~ed task or-the oeeuffeflee of ea eh sr>eeified e•1ent; end or occurrence thereof; and
AvW Note: Self-explanatory changes.
(iv) +heA statement of the amount of any of the fees fee, if any, that the lawyer is entitled to keep
upon termination of the representation before completion of all the-legal services hove been
performed the lawyer agrees to perform.
AvW Note: Self-explanatory changes.
(2) If all or any portion of a flat fee is paid in advance of being earned and a dispute arises
about whether the lawyer hes e1lFned all or pert is entitled to retain any of the flat fee amount
so paid, the lawyer shall comply with Rule 1.1 S(A)( c) with respect to any portion of the flat fee
amount that is in dispute.

(3) The other provisions of this Rule apply to a flat fee agreement and to the lawyer's flat fee
under such an agreement; without limiting the generality of the foregoing, paragraph (a),
paragraph(/), and paragraph (g) of this Rule apply to a flat fee.

2
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AvW Note: I first included the additional clause "except to the extent they are
inconsistent with this paragraph (h)," but I concluded that our (h) is not inconsistent with
any other part of Rule 1.5.
I think it important to say that the flat fee deal is subject to the reasonable fee
requirements of Rule l .5(a) and that the flat fee must be kept in the COL TAF account
until the services are rendered, the events occur, or the fee has otherwise been earned, per
Rule 1.5(g). Likewise, I take it we are not eliminating the application of the
no-nonrefundable provisions of Rule 1.5(g), let alone the unilateral right of the client to
terminate the representation.

But I also deal with the continuing application of the other portions of the rule in my
addition of Comment [12A], which I proffer below. Such a comment could eliminate
the need for this l .5(h)(3).
* * * * * A Shot at the Comment* * * * *

Rule 1.5(/) Does Not Prohibit Lump sum Advances of Unearned Fees or of Flat Fees
[12] Advances of unearned fees,-tncltt~m" fees aeEI "flAt fees" are those funds the
client pays for specified legal services that the lawyer has agreed to perform in the future. Pursuant
to Rule 1.15, the lawyer must deposit an advance of unearned fees in the lawyer's trust account. The
funds may be earned only as the lawyer performs specified legal services or confers benefits on the
client as provided for in the written statement of the basis of the fee, if a written statement is required
by Rule l.5(b). See also Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers §§ 34, 38 (1998).
Rule l .5(f) does not prevent a lawyer from entering into these types of arrangements.

{12Aj Pursuant to Rule l.5(h), a Lawyer and a client may agree that the Lawyer's fees for Legal
services to the client will be specified, fixed amounts determined by agreement and not by variables
such as the expenditure of time in performing those services. Such fees are subject to the
reasonableness requirement of Rule l.5(a); and the other provisions of the Rule, including
specifically those of paragraph (f) with respect to fees received from the client in advance of

completion of the services or events upon which they are to be earned, also apply to flat fee
agreements.
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WillP.c.
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Marcy G. Glenn, Chair, Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on the
Rules of Professional Conduct (Standing Committee)

FROM:

Alec Rothrock, Chair, Subcommittee on Contingent Fee Rules

DATE:

January 22, 2018

SUBJECT:

January 17, 2018 Meeting of Subcommittee on Contingent Fee Rules

On January 17, 2018, the Subcommittee on Contingent Fee Rules met. The starting point
for our meeting was the August 11, 2016 letter that you, as chair of the Standing Committee,
and Judge Michael H. Berger, chair of the Civil Rules Committee, sent to Justices Coats, Eid
and Marquez recommending that responsibility for the Rules Governing Contingent Fees be
reallocated to the Standing Committee. None of the justices expressed opposition to that
proposal, and the Standing Committee has assumed that responsibility.
The Subcommittee discussed the fact that the Rules Governing Contingent Fees, C.R.C.P.
Ch. 23.3, are almost forty years old. Although they have served Colorado well, and have
been interpreted in several Colorado Supreme Court cases, they are outdated and somewhat
confusing. The subcommittee came up with several ideas on how to improve these Rules,
including the following:
1. Moving them to Rule l .5(c) of the Colorado Rules of Professional
Conduct--consistent with Model Rule l.5(c)--and moving the forms to an
appendix. If the Rules are moved to the Colo. RPC from the C.R.C.P.,
we would have to consider the effect, if any, on non-disciplinary
Colorado contingent fee cases that rely on the Rules. E.g., Elliott v.
Joyce, 889 P.2d 43 , 45 (Colo. 1994) (attorney who fails to comply with
Rules may be barred from recovering any unpaid legal fees).
2. Revising the Rules for simplicity, consistency with other rules, and
incorporation of key principles from Colorado case law, CBA Ethics
Committee Formal Op. 100 and possibly rules from other jurisdictions.
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To implement these ideas would require substantial work and coordination with other
committees and interested people. For this reason, the subcommittee wishes to discuss its
proposed plans among the full Committee before embarking on this ambitious project.
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Colorado Goes Live With Online Lawyer Self-Assessmen.t
BNA Snapshot
• Colorado launches free online lawyer self-assessment tool
•Lawyers can click through 10 areas of self-assessment and see results and resources
By Joan C. Rogers
Colorado lawyers have a brand-new online tool to help them avoid disciplinary grievances and
reduce the stress associated with law practice.
The Colorado Lawver Self-Assessment Program provides a quick, easy, and voluntary way for
lawyers to check whether they're following ethics rules and best practices in 10 key areas such
as conflicts, confidentiality, and fee~and get CLE credit for it.
"The self-assessment program is part of being proactive and helping lawyers with the necessary law office management tools,
" James C. Coyle told Bloomberg Law. Coyle heads the Colorado Supreme Court Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel.
The response from Colorado lawyers has been very positive since the new program went live on Oct. 24, Coyle said.
The new resource is a leading facet of a larger shift toward proactive management-based regulation, which aims to help
lawyers practice ethically and soundly in the first place, rather than just reactively imposing discipline after lawyers make
mistakes.
Colorado started developing its lawyer self-assessment program more than two years ago, immediately after a seminal
workshop on proactive, risk-based regulation at the 41 st ABA National Conference of Professional Responsibility in May
2015.
Although Colorado is the first U.S. state to roll out an online self-assessment program, Illinois will go live with its own selfassessment program soon.
The four-hour Illinois self-assessment program is in beta testing now, and it will be up and running Jan. 1, 2018, James J.
Grogan told Bloomberg Law. He's deputy administrator and chief counsel for the Illinois Supreme Court's Attorney
Registration & Disciplinary Commission.
10 Areas of Self-Assessment
The self-assessment program came about through an Initiative of a subcommittee of the Colorado Supreme Court's Advisory
Committee. Sixty-five volunteer Colorado lawyers and other professionals were involved in developing it, along with professor
Susan Saab Fortney of Texas A&M University law school, Coyle said.
The group identified practice risks and carved out 10 areas in which lawyers can consider risks in the context of their own law
practice.
Each topic sets out objectives along with requirements and best practices, and asks whether the lawyer doing the assessment
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follows those standards. If not, the self-assessment identifies resources that give guidance on these risks, such as ethics
opinions and articles. The entire process doesn't have to be completed in one sitting.
The self-assessment program will be tweaked as more lawyers use it, Coyle said. "It's Version 1.0. We want it to evolve," he
said.
Coyle said lawyers from other jurisdictions are welcome to try out the new resource. However, he requested that people from
other states not finish all 10 sections and ask for a report, because that would trigger a small fee for Colorado and those fees
could add up.
A print self-assessment was launched in January 2017, and that alternative is still available.
Regulatory Objectives, Materials
The Colorado subcommittee on proactive management-based programs previously developed regulatory objectives that
include helping lawyers navigate the practice of law and better serve their clients through proactive programs. The Colorado
Supreme Court adopted the regulatory objectives in April 2016.
Also, the subcommittee compiled an extensive list of materials on proactive management-based programs, with assistance
from Fortney and professor Laurel S. Terry of Penn State's Dickinson Law. The list, with hotlinks, can be viewed on the
Colorado Supreme Court's website.
The subcommittee has been sharing its work on proactive management-based programs with other jurisdictions over the past
two years, and it intends to share the most recent work too to help them develop similar programs easily and with low cost,
Coyle said.
To contact the reporter on this story: Joan C. Rogers in Washington at irogers@bna.com
To contact the editor responsible for this story: S. Ethan Bowers at sbowers@bna.com
For More Information
Program is at http://www.coloradosupremecourt.com/AboutUs/LawyerSelfAssessmentProgram.asp.
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